stronger arts for a stronger region

2023 community report
In 1927, ArtsWave was created to grow a vibrant arts landscape in the Cincinnati region. First incorporated ‘for the benefit of arts organizations in existence and those yet to be imagined,’ ArtsWave remains committed to bringing the benefit of the arts to more and more people. The ArtsWave Community Campaign is the way that the Cincinnati region supports the arts to grow engagement and impact. This year, we’re especially proud of the launch of Flow Pass, a subscription series featuring epic African American performances and artists; and ‘More Arts, More Kids,’ an initiative that will fund 50,000 arts field trips for elementary students in Cincinnati Public Schools over the next several years.”

Alecia Kintner
ArtsWave President & CEO
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ArtsWave is one of Cincinnati’s preeminent civic organizations. It has an almost century-long track record as an effective steward of community resources. That steadiness, combined with a reputation for continuous innovation and improvement, puts ArtsWave in a strong position for continued leadership in the region.”

Leigh Fox
ArtsWave Board Chair
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ARTSWAVE DONORS HELP FUEL THE BOUNCE-BACK

Across the country, arts organizations are working hard to reconnect with pre-pandemic ticket buyers and reach new audiences. Compared to many U.S. cities, greater Cincinnati’s arts show a quicker return to stability, propelled by a generous, arts-engaged community.

BLINK® DELIVERS A $126 MILLION DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT

The third installment of BLINK®, illuminated by ArtsWave, attracted over 2 million attendees and featured 28 projection mapping installations, 42 light and art installations, over 100 musical performances and 17 new murals that will remain part of the Cincinnati landscape for years to come.

2023... A CAMPAIGN THAT WAS CREATED TO GROW

CINCY IS A TOP 20 ARTS-VIBRANT CITY THREE YEARS RUNNING

The secret is out! From the 1800s until today, Cincinnati has always “punched above its weight” when it comes to the quality and variety of its arts. That vibrancy keeps getting stronger as ArtsWave-funded arts propel our region into the future.
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A STRONGER REGION FOR ALL

Acting on its sector-wide Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Access plan, “Lifting as We Learn,” ArtsWave continues to increase resources for Black and Brown arts while working to diversify boards, staff, audiences and vendors. Through this plan, ArtsWave is working to make our region a place where artists thrive and inclusion is a hallmark of our entire arts sector.

Building the region’s largest funding mechanisms for local, Black-led arts organizations and Black and Brown artists.

Growing a culturally curious audience through Flow, an African American Arts Experience.

Calling on 48 of the region’s largest arts organizations to develop and track DEIA plans.

Offering board training and matching through Boardway Bound.

Convening arts professionals of color to create supportive new networks.
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In 2023, ArtsWave’s $11.9 million Campaign invigorated our landscape with culture through these grant programs:

**STEADY SUPPORT**

**48** Sustaining Impact Grants

Support for operations is awarded in three-year cycles, with grant amount tied to budget size and community impact as assessed by panels of volunteer stakeholders.

In 2023, nine new cultural organizations became eligible for this category of unrestricted support after several years receiving catalytic project support.

**$1 Million+ Operating Budget**

- ArtWorks
- The Carnegie
- The Children’s Theatre of Cincinnati
- Cincinnati Art Museum
- Cincinnati Ballet
- Cincinnati Landmark Productions
- Cincinnati May Festival
- Cincinnati Opera
- Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park
- Cincinnati Shakespeare Company
- Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
- Contemporary Arts Center
- Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati
- Fitton Center for Creative Arts
- Price Hill Will
- Taft Museum of Art

**CAPACITY BUILDING SUPPORT**

**8** The Circle Grants

Funded in part by ArtsWave’s Circle of African American Leaders for the Arts, these grants strengthen organizations led by or predominantly serving Black Cincinnatians.

- Artsville, for the “We Are the Change” mural
- Bi-Okoto, to expand educational programs
- Cincinnati Black Theatre Company, for strategic positioning for growth and strength
- Elementz, for its Creative Futures Initiative
- Learning Through Art, to expand the “Books Alive!” app’s impact on literacy
- PAR-Projects, for its Visiting Artist & Education Program
- Robert O’Neal Multicultural Arts Center, for “West End Arts Series”
- Sweet Sistah Splash, for “AfroSwag Hair and Fashion Show”

*First-time Sustaining Impact grant recipient in 2023-24*
ARTIST COMMISSIONS

18 Black & Brown Artist Commissions

Founded in 2020, the Black and Brown Artist Program is made possible by the City of Cincinnati, Duke Energy, Macy’s, the Greater Cincinnati Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, The Jewish Foundation of Cincinnati, Hard Rock Casino and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center.

This year, artists created work based on the theme of “Truth and Healing.” They unveiled their projects to the community at the Truth and Healing Artist Showcase in July.

Asha Ama, “AGAPE”
Julia O. Bianco, “Togetherness”
Brent Billingsley, “I’m Still Listening”
Preston Bell Charles III, “Divided Roots, Seeing is Believing”
Michael Coppel, “Hands Behind Your Back!”
Desikae “The Silent Poet” Hosley, “Social Therapy: Are We Healing?”
Deqah Hussein-Wetzel, “Urban Renewal Means Negro Removal”
Chenelle Jones, “Yemaya: Sista to the Distant, Yet Rising Star”
Alan Lawson, “Legacy”
Pablo Mejia, “Lejanía”
Daniel Noel, “Nomad”
Gabriel Martinez Rubio, “Pato y Muerte”
Rowan Salem, “Viewpoints Embodied: Middle Eastern Voices in Cincinnati”
K.A. Simpson, “FLIPd: Cincinnati, Ohio’s Historic Places and Spaces Told through African American Stories”
Rebecca Nava Soto, “TLACUĀ PAHTIĀ”
Michael Thompson, “Murmurations”
Silas Tibbs, “Attrition”
Dr. Jason C. White, “Keep the Faith: A Community Musical”

CATALYTIC SUPPORT

36 Catalyzing Impact Grants

One-time project grants are awarded to organizations using the arts to build a more vibrant regional economy and more connected community.

Greater Cincinnati Dance Alliance, for Synergy Series: A Shared Evening of Dance
Greater Cincinnati Native American Coalition for Indigenous Peoples’ Day Convergence 2023
Inspiration Studios, for a community education summer camp program
Ish Festival, for the “Essence” Artist in Residence at the 2023 Ish Festival
Jazz Alive, for “Jazz In the Camp” at the American Sign Museum
Music on Court, to provide musical instruments and accessories for children attending Music on Court lessons
Music Resource Center, for school outreach programs
Norwood Together, for the Norwood International Art Show
Price Hill Will, for the MtCincinnati Summer Camp and Price Hill Music Festival
Queen City Opera, for the world premiere reconstruction of Tchaikovsky’s “Undina”
Refresh Collective, for Remix the Classroom: In-School Hip-Hop Enrichment
Revolution Dance Theatre, for “I Dream of Me”
Robert O’Neal Multicultural Arts Center, for “Cinci Black History Activity Book”
Southwestern Ohio Symphonic Band, for percussion equipment upgrade and maintenance
University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, for CCM Prep Strings at Hays-Porter Elementary School
Urban League of Greater Southwestern Ohio, for “Sitting with the Young Dr. King: From Protest to Policy Change”
Wave Pool, for the “Show of Hands” Puppet Slam
Weavers Guild of Greater Cincinnati, for the Gathering of the Guilds
Westwood Works, for the Westwood Second Saturday series events, “Revive” and “Feast”
These one-time grants extended ArtsWave’s reach and depth of impact across the community.

AGAR, for the Cincinnati Music Festival
Outdoor Museum
Cincinnati Arts Association, for “Arts in Healing”
Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra, for “Little Amal”
Cincinnati Public Radio, to underwrite its 2023-24 season
Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber for “BLINK® Oasis” at Hanna Playground
Eye of the Artists Foundation, for the Roselawn Colors of Creativity Block Party
Freestore Foodbank, for the Gold Star Flavor Makers Campaign
Lachey Arts, for “label•less”
National Commission for Black Arts & Entertainment, for the Midwest Regional Black Culture Fest
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, for the Truth & Healing Artist Showcase
Freestore Foodbank, for the Gold Star Flavor Makers Campaign
Lachey Arts, for “label•less”
National Commission for Black Arts & Entertainment, for the Midwest Regional Black Culture Fest
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center, for the Truth & Healing Artist Showcase
OTR Chamber of Commerce, for “Second Sundays on Main”
Pones, for summer dance apprenticeships
Wave Pool, for the 2023 National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts Conference Randall Session
Whitney/Strong, for “Pause: Storytelling in the Square”

CAMPAIGN RESULTS

7 ArtsWave Pride Grants

One-time project grants are awarded to organizations for arts experiences with relevance to the LGBTQIA+ community, funded in part by ArtsWave Pride donors.

Church of Our Saviour / La Iglesia de Nuestro Salvador, for the Pride Arts Showcase
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, for “Arts in Healing”
Cincinnati Opera, for “Young Professionals Create Change”
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, for “YP Preview Night”
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati, for “Show Up!”
Sweet Sistah Splash, for “AfroArt After Dark”
Young Professionals Choral Collective, for “Requiem for COVID-19”

14 Strategic Partnership & Sponsorship Grants

Action Tank, for “Volkslights”
Alliance of Chinese Culture & Arts USA, for “Asian Creative Expression - Illuminating Community”
Art Academy of Cincinnati, for “AAC BLINK: Keith Benjamin Sculpture Class”
Art on the Streets, for “BLINK BRIGHT Ride”
Asian Art, for “Asian Art Night Market”
Breath Collective, for “The Hughes Project 2.0: Music Production”
Preston Bell Charles III, for “Triple Sonicz - Music + Light = Art”
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, for “Light of the Living Dead”
Corporation for Findlay Market, for “Silent Disco at Findlay Market”
The Culture Club of Walnut Hills, for “Walnut Hills Glows Up for BLINK”
Noel Maghathe, for “Mitosis”
A Mindful Moment/The Well, for “The Light in Me”
Most Valuable Kids of Greater Cincinnati, for “One experience can change the life of a kid...in a BLINK!”
NrityArpana, for “Diwali and Loi Krathong: Festival of Lights”
PAR-Projects, for “The UnderWorld of Vince Fraser”
Pones, for “REFLECT: A Disco Odyssey”
Renaissance Covington, for “Dis-COV-Thek”
Revolution Dance Theatre, for “IYOUNImination Station!”
Skate Downtown Cincy, for “SkateFest Cincy”
UnderWorld Black Arts Festival, for “BLINK ARTIVIST, VINCE FRASER at PAR-Projects”
Upcycled Art with Abby, for “Community Storytelling Through Shadow Puppetry”
Visionaries + Voices, for “Illuminating Rhythms”

22 Local Illuminations Mini-Grants

These mini-grants for innovative and creative events and projects complemented the official BLINK experience in 2022.

Logic Tank, for “Volkslichts”
Alliance of Chinese Culture & Arts USA, for “Asian Creative Expression - Illuminating Community”
Art Academy of Cincinnati, for “AAC BLINK: Keith Benjamin Sculpture Class”
Art on the Streets, for “BLINK BRIGHT Ride”
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8 ArtsWave YP Grants

One-time project grants are awarded to organizations engaging young professionals in the arts, funded in part by ArtsWave YP donors.

Action Tank, for “Action Tank Civic Club”
American Legacy Theatre, for “Young Professionals Create Change”
Bi-Oko, for “Agidigbo”
Cincinnati Opera, for “Center Stage”
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, for “YP Preview Night”
Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati, for “Show Up!”
Sweet Sistah Splash, for “AfroArt After Dark”
Young Professionals Choral Collective, for “Requiem for COVID-19”

A Cincinnati Jazz Academy class at the Kennedy Heights Arts Center. Photo credit: Melissa Kyrlach

Flamenco dance instructor and choreographer Irene Rodriguez leads a class during Cincinnati Ballet’s Bold Moves Festival. Photo courtesy of Cincinnati Ballet
PARTNER COMPANIES AND FOUNDATIONS

*50% or more employee participation*

**PARTNERS**

$2,000,000+
- P&G

$1,000,000 to $1,999,999
- Fifth Third Bank and the Fifth Third Foundation*

$500,000 to $999,999
- Anonymous
- altafiber*
- GE Aerospace

**COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS**

$50,000 to $99,999
- Al. Neyer*
- Ameritas
- Artlinks
- City of Cincinnati Employees
- The Daniel and Susan Pfau Foundation
- Deloitte
- Dinsmore & Shohl LLP
- FC Cincinnati
- Hawaiian Telcom
- HORAN*
- Jacob G. Schmidlapp Trusts, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee
- Keating Muething & Klekamp PLL
- Dorothy M.M. Kersten Trust, U.S. Bank Trustee
- LKC Foundation
- The Louise Taft Semple Foundation
- Macy’s
- National Endowment For The Arts
- Ohio National Financial Services
- Stillson Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee
- Taft Law
- The Thomas J. Emery Memorial
- Total Quality Logistics

**LEADING SUPPORTERS**

$25,000 to $49,999
- Anonymous
- 3 East Fourth Street (Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber, The Port, REDI Cincinnati, Cincinnati Business Committee / Cincinnati Regional Business Committee)*
- CFM International
- The Christ Hospital Health Network
- Cincinnati / Northern Kentucky International Airport
- Musicians and Staff of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, MEMI and May Festival*
- The Clement and Ann Buenger Foundation
- Eleanor C. U. Alms Trust, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee
- EY
- First Financial Bank
- Frost Brown Todd LLP
- Hard Rock Casino Cincinnati
- The Harold C. Schott Foundation

**$250,000 to $499,999**
- Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center
- Western & Southern Financial Group

**$100,000 to $249,999**
- Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation
- Cincinnati Business Courier*
- The Cincinnati Insurance Companies
- Cincinnati Reds
- Duke Energy

**The Enquirer | Cincinnati.com**
- The E.W. Scripps Company and Scripps Howard Fund
- Great American Insurance Group
- Greater Cincinnati Foundation
- The Kroger Co.
- The H.B., E.W. and F.R. Luther Charitable Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, N.A., Trustee
- Messer Construction Co.
- PNC
- U.S. Bank and the U.S. Bank Foundation

**The Helen G., Henry F., and Louise Tuechter Dornette Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee**
- James W. and Anne H.S. Nethercott Fund at the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
- Kao USA Inc.
- Katz Teller*
- Mercy Health
- RCF Group
- SHP*
- Sibcy Cline
- Thompson Hine LLP*
- TriHealth Inc.
- Truist
CAMPAIGN RESULTS

ARTS ADVOCATES
$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous
Accenture
ArtsWave Staff*
Barnes Dennig*
Bartlett Wealth Management
BHDP Architecture
Chemed Corporation and Roto-Rooter
Cincinnati Art Museum Staff*
Cincinnati Chamber Orchestra Staff and Board*
Coropex Companies, LLC
Croset Family Fund*
Curiosity Advertising
de, Foxx and Associates, Inc.
Dewey’s Pizza
FEG Investment Advisors
Friedlander Family Fund
GBBN
Gilman Partners*
Givaudan Flavors Corp.
Johnson Investment Counsel, Inc.
KeyBank
LPK*
Michelman
MSA Design*
Spicefire*
St. Elizabeth Healthcare
Towne Properties
TriVersity Construction Company*
United Way of Greater Cincinnati Staff
University of Cincinnati
The William O. Purdy, Jr. Fund of The Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Xtek, Inc.

CULTURAL CONNECTORS
$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous
1919 Investment Counsel*
3CDC
4myBenefits Inc.
84.51°
AAA Club Alliance
Akers Packaging Service Group
Bahl & Gaynor*
Blank Rome
CareSource
Champlin Architecture
Chavez Properties

Cincinnati Arts Association Staff
Cincinnati Boychoir Association Staff and Board
Cincinnati Opera Staff*
Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park Staff*
Clever Crazes for Kids
Clifton Cultural Arts Center Board and Staff
Cushman & Wakefield Divisions Maintenance Group
Elementz Staff and Board
ETHICON
Freestore Foodbank
Grant Thornton LLP
HAUSER, Inc.
Hilltop Basic Resources, Inc.
Huenefeld Memorial Fund B
Interblock USA LC
JLL
LOTI Inc.
Manifest Creative Research Gallery Staff and Board
MCM CPAs & Advisors
Miller-Valentine Group
Mount St. Joseph University Faculty & Staff
NielsenIQ
O’Rourke Wrecking Company
Patheon, part of Thermo Fisher Scientific
Paycor, Inc.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
ProLink Staffing Services
Pyramid Hill Sculpture Park and Museum Staff and Board
Schoefer
Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP*
Stifel
SugarCreek
Turner Construction Company
UnitedHealthcare
Vonlehman CPA & Advisory Firm
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP
The Warrington Foundation
William H. Albers Fund
Wood Herron & Evans LLP

MEMBERS
$1,500 to $4,999
AGAR
Albert Cord Foundation
Atkins & Pearce, Inc.
Baker Construction Enterprises
BakerHostelter*
Behringer-Crawford Museum Staff and Board*
Beilflex Staffing Network
Berry Global
Best Point
Brandience
Brian & Jill Rowe Foundation
CET
C-Forward, Inc.
The Children’s Theatre of Cincinnati Staff*
Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library Staff
Cincinnati Ballet Staff and Dancers*
Cincinnati Bengals
Cincinnati Cyclones Foundation
Cincinnati Development Fund Staff*
Cincinnati Museum Center
Cincinnati Public Radio Staff
Cincinnati Public School Employees
Cincinnati State Technical and Community College Faculty & Staff
Cincinnati Works
Cincinnati Youth Choir Staff and Board
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
CLH Foundation
certn:unova Staff and Board
Contemporary Arts Center Staff
Denier Electric Company
Donovan Energy*
Eco Engineering, Inc.*
The Elise Eaton Allen Performing Arts Fund of the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Federal Home Loan Bank of Cincinnati
FORVIS
Game Day Communications
goDutch
Graydon
Grote Enterprises
Guaranteed Rate, The DiBari Laine Team
Hamilton County Employees
Heritage Bank
Homan Foundation
Huntington
I.A.T.S.E. Cincinnati Stage Employees Local #5
Indian Hill Exempted Village School District
Interact for Health*
The Jeff Wyler Automotive Family
Joseph-Beth Booksellers
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra Staff and Board*
KnowledgeWorks Foundation
Kolar Design
KPMG LLP
Kraft Electrical Contracting, Inc.
Learning Through Art, Inc. Staff and Board*

Community members at Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra’s Brady Block Party in the West End.
Photo credit: Mark Lyons

An artist reception at Pyramid Hill Sculpture Park & Museum.
Photo credit: Delaney French
CHAIRMAN’S CHALLENGE: MORE ARTS, MORE KIDS

“More Arts, More Kids” will provide 50,000 arts field trips for low-income elementary school kids within Cincinnati Public Schools over the next five years, piloting a program that can be replicated in other districts.

$100,000+
The Gladys and Ralph Lazarus Education Fund of the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr. Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
Lee Carter/ArtLinks
Fifth Third Bank Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Heidl, Jr. Stollson Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee

$25,000 to $49,999
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
RCF Group
Tim and Christine Steigerwald
Jenny and Tom Williams

$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh R. Fox

$5,000 to $9,999
Melvin and Chandra Gravely
Ms. Deborah M. Hayes
Mr. Anthony L. Mathis
William L. Montague and Kelly L. Wittich
PNC Bank
Lauren Hannan Shafer
SHP
Mary and James Zimmerman

$1,500 to $4,999
Christopher J. MacConnell
Karen and Steve Mulch
J. Shane Starkey

FRIENDS
$500 to $1,499
ArtWorks Board and Staff
Bansal Construction, Inc.
Beckman Weil Shepardson LLC
Burke, Inc.
CAI Insurance Agency
Calfée, Halter & Griswold LLP
The Carnegie Staff*
Cassady Schiller CPAs & Advisors
Central Bank
cHc Manufacturing, Inc.
Cincinnati Bar Association
Cincinnati Shakespeare Company Staff*
City Dermatology & Laser
Clermont Chamber of Commerce
Creative Aging Cincinnati*

Priority 1 Construction Services
Professional Cabling Solutions
Prus Construction
RiskVersity
Robbins, Kelly, Patterson & Tucker
The Roselle Foundation
Scallan Family Foundation
St. Xavier High School
Starboard Strategy
Startek USA
Sunesis Construction Co.
SURE Mechanical
TP Mechanical Contractors
Ulmer & Berne LLP
Urban Sites
Viking Partners
Visionaries + Voices Staff and Board*
Woolpert, Inc.
Young Professionals Choral Collective Staff and Board

Linton Chamber Music Staff and Board
M. Bohike Veneer Corporation
Madison Wealth Management*
Mariner Wealth Advisors*
MarketVision Research
Mary Stagaman Consulting
Mayfield Brain & Spine
Megen Construction Company
Merrill Lynch & Co.
Mutual Dance Theatre Staff and Board*
My Nose Turns Red Youth Circus Staff and Board
The Myers Y. Cooper Company
National Underground Railroad Freedom Center
Nelson Stark Company
Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Northern Kentucky University Faculty & Staff
Oxford Community Arts Center Staff and Board
PCI
Pioneer Cladding and Glazing Systems
Plante & Moran, PLLC
Pones Staff and Board
Porter Wright Morris & Arthur LLP*
Prologis
Q Labs, LLC and Clear Packaging
RCL Fund of the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Rompf Pou Agency
Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority
Taft Museum of Art Staff
Thomas More University
THP Limited Inc.
Thunderdome Restaurant Group
TiER1 Performance Solutions
Toyota Boshoku America
Uptown Rental Properties
Verst Logistics
Visit Cincy
Wood + Lamping LLP
Wyoming Fine Arts Center Faculty, Staff and Board
Xavier University Faculty & Staff

Lipton Chamber Music Staff and Board
M. Bohike Veneer Corporation
Madison Wealth Management*
Mariner Wealth Advisors*
MarketVision Research
Mary Stagaman Consulting
Mayfield Brain & Spine
Megen Construction Company
Merrill Lynch & Co.
Mutual Dance Theatre Staff and Board*
My Nose Turns Red Youth Circus Staff and Board
The Myers Y. Cooper Company
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Northern Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
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Oxford Community Arts Center Staff and Board
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Dr. and Mrs. Robert Heidt, Jr.
Mr. Carl H. Lindner III
Mr. S. Craig Lindner
Rosenthal Family Foundation†
Thomas R. Schiff†

Visionaries
$25,000 to $49,999
Missy and Kerry Byrne
Castellini Foundation†
Mr. and Mrs. Leigh R. Fox
Jane and Mike Keating*
Mr. Jon R. Moeller and Ms. Lisa Sauer†
Larry and Rhonda Sheakley,
Sheakley Family Charitable Fund
Tim and Christine Steigerwald
Steen Family Charitable Fund†
Jenny and Tom Williams†

Ovation Circle
$15,000 to $24,999
Bridgit and Wolf Chayt
Naomi Tucker Gerwin†
Nancy and Tom Gilman
The Healey Liddle Family Foundation†
Mr. and Mrs. Terence L. Horan†
Mr. Anthony L. Mathis
Mrs. Eleanor D. Nelson†
Mr. J. Scott Robertson
Mr. Carl Satterwhite

Innovator’s Circle
$10,000 to $14,999
Anonymous (2)
Colleen and Dean Athans
Eileen and John Barrett†
Tom and MC Brennan
Shannon and Lee Carter†
Susan and Burton Closson†
Sheila and Christopher Cole
H. Lawrence Culp
Lisa and Richard Ernst†
Carrie and Ken Goldhoff and Family†
Melvin and Chandra Gravely
Tom and Jan Hardy†
Ms. Deborah M. Hayes
Lori and Rolf Hetico†
David and Karen Hoguet†
Larry and Jill McGruder†
Oliver Family Foundation†
Anne R. Pierce
Rosemary and Mark Schlachter*†
Peter and Sandy Stern*†
Mr. Russell Stokes
Dan Waugh†
Tamara White

Chair’s Circle
$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous (2)
Ms. Ellen H. Baker†
Jennifer Baker
Ron Bates and Randy Lasley†
Laura Blackorby
J. Kenneth and Rosa E. Blackwell*
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bobenread
Mrs. Sheri Boyle
Trish and Rick Bryan†
Ms. Linda Brzuchalski
The Otto M. Budig Family Foundation
Ms. Melanie M. Chavez†
Ray and Marylyn Clark†
Mrs. Megan Colvin
Brendon and Becky Cull
Mr. and Mrs. William O. DeWitt, Jr.†
Philip and Julie Duncan
Martine Dunn
Robert and Rachel Eckman
Pete and Mary Effler†
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Ellis III*†
Beverly Erschell
Richard and Carol Fenchel†
Greg Fischer
Ma. Fatima Francisco
Jonathan and Kristine Garrett
Mr. Kala Gibson
Delores Hargrove-Young
Michelle and Don Hershey†
Barbara and Guy M. Hild†
Carol Hoffman
Roger and Joyce Howe†
Jason Jackman
Ms. Heidi B. Jark and Mr. Steven T. Kenat†
Jocelyn Jones†
Jerome Judd
Marcene C. Kinney
Charlotte LaNiear
Whitney and Phillip Long†
Bryn and Joshua Lorenz
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Martin†

Artist Michael Thompson discusses his work, “Murmurations” at the Truth & Healing Artist Showcase Visual Exhibition. Photo credit: Zach Moning.
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James Keeler
Helen and Darius Kemp
Mike and Michelle Kennedy†
Edna and Woodrow Keown, Jr.
Sanyika Keyes
Amit and Sabina Khemchandani
Tom and Sue Kirkpatrick†
Rebecca and Brian Kosina
Karl Kreunen†
Chris Kuck
Linda Lake†
Louis Langrée
Ms. Nanci Lanni
Kei and Shannon Lawson
Steve Leeper and Rae Vuic†
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Leggio, Jr.
David Linnenberg
Craig Lyjak
Ms. Cynthia A. Lyons‡
Carmie Maloney‡
Emily Manning
Suzanne Maratta
Jeff and Jeanette March‡
Evan Mathis
Whitney B. Maxson‡
Holly and Louis Mazzocca
Mr. Patrick McCall
Michael McCarren
Demetrice McClurkin
Catherine McCully
Brian and Lisa McHale‡
Kathryn and Rodney McMullen
Shelly McNamara
Ms. Susan McPartlin
Ms. Susan M. Meeks†
Mr. Donald Mendelsohn*
Isabel Mendez and
Georg Schlangen
David and Michelle Meyer
Jill P. Meyer†
Richard Michelman and
Karen Meyer*
Brian Minick
Dale and Jenny Mitchell
Mr. Samuel Moore Jr.,†
Gwen Morris
Ms. Nerissa Morris
Carrie Marie and Dallas Mount‡
Mrs. Shannon Mullen
Sara and Alex Muñoz
Kevin and Laure Murray†
Michael Napier
Christina and Pete Neises†
Jonathan and Jennifer Niemeyer†
Elizabeth and Walter Osborne
Danielle Oxley and Kenneth Dallas
Pamela L. Page-Boykins and
Billy C. Boykins, Jr.
Adrienne Palermo
Laura and James Pease
Jen and Carlos Perez
Justin and Lauren Peter‡
Liane and Dave Phillips†
Mrs. Nancy Pinckney
Robert and Marian Pitcairn†
Dan and Julia Poston†
Jonathan Powell
John and Kim Ravenhall
Jackie Reau, Game Day
Communications
Mr. Aaron Reiff
Mr. and Mrs. Richard D. Reis
Mary Ann Remke and Dan Fales
Martin and Fiona Riant*‡
Linda A. Richey†
J. Erin Riehle†
Blake Robison and Connnan Morrissey
Scott Rose
Dr. Jan Rosenbaum Sass‡
Dianne and J. David Rosenberg*
Jens Rosenkrantz Jr
Mr. Nick G. Rosian†
RUGiving2†
Susan Rufkowsk†
Ms. Laura Ryan‡
Ann and Harry Santen‡
Ms. Martha Cutright Sarra
Kris L. Scheihing
Todd Schild†
Ms. Pamela J. Schofield†
Katie Schwarber
Mr. Thurmond Senter
Mark and Jane Serriane†‡
Maida and Charles L. Session, Jr.
Megan Shaffer
Bob and Kirsten Shaffer†
Mr. and Mrs. Brent and
Valerie Sheppard†
Christopher and Laura Shroat
Jerry and Betsy Shroat‡
Liliana Silva‡
Deb Silverman & Chris Zehetmaier
Bonita and Robert Siverd
Jamie Smith
Kelly Soller
Henry Spitz‡
Ms. Elizabeth Stautberg‡
Katherine and Tim Stautberg‡
Mr. Joseph Stegbauer
Richard Stein
Elizabeth A. Stone‡†
Joel and Lisa Stone
Susan Storer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stradling, Jr.†
George Stricker Jr.
Thanikachalam Sundarajaran
Arden Swift
Deana Taylor
Nicole Tepe and Matt Wortman
Jacqueline M. Terry‡
Beverly Tharp
Hesham Tohamy Abd El Hak
Brianna Trucco
Donald Van Fossen‡
Nicolette Vanderklaauw and
Alan Davies
Bennette Veals and Paul E. Pierre
Mr. and Mrs. J. Philip Vollmer
Daniel and Emily von Allmen
Dalric L. Webb‡
Pam and Warren Weber†
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Weinberg
Barbara Weyand‡
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory M. Wheeler
Ms. Rhonda Whitaker Hurtt
Ms. Chiquita V. White
Philip Wickler and Michele Pfeiffer†
Shalee Williams
Lisa and Adam Wolter‡
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon C. Wright‡
Dave and Sylvie Zigan†

*To the Moon,* a projection mapping installation at BLINK 2022. Photo credit: Zak Kauth
Leadership Circle
$1,500 to $2,499
Anonymous (23)
Niekoo Abbasian
Alan Abes†
Accent on Cincinnati
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Adams†
Can Akcadag
Medora Akers
Laurie Alagha†
Dan Albrecht and Neal Brower
Evie Alessandrini
Christine Allen†
Joe Allen
Amy Alt
Liz and Joe Alter
Zach Alter
Diane L. Altmix
Jorge Amadeo
Steve and Sandi Amoils
Katherine Anderson
Megan Anderson†
Josh and Shanna Anderson
Elizabeth Andrews-Bock
Marjorie Applegate†
Mr. Steve Arnold
Rick Bachhuber, Jr.
Kathleen Baier†
Jeromy Bailey
Michael and Nancy
Baker Foundation
Brent Ballard
Deland Basora
Deanna Bass
Flávia M. C. Bastos, Ph.D. and
Larry A. Huston
Beverly Ann Bates
Bettye Beaumont
Thomas Bechard
Mr. Donald Beck and
Dr. Lawrence Eynon
Laura Becker†
Gale and Dave Beckett
Greg W. Bee
Patty and Jim Beggs†
Asha Belarski†
Louis and Judith Belli
Bernard Berling
John Berninger
April Besl
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Betz
Maureen A. Bickley
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bieger†
David and Elaine Billmire†
Randal and Peter Bloch†
Beth Bollman
Joyce Bonomini
Joyce Borkin
Steve Bostater
Robyn and Mark Brands†
Jody and Debbie Brant†
Dan Braunm & Stephen Haas
Thomas Breed
Theresa Bremer
Mr. and Mrs. Brian C. Brickner†
William Brinkman
J. David Brittingham
Nina and Frederick Britton†
Michael Bronson
Justin Brookhart
Helena Lawson Brooks†
Marianna Brown Bettman†
Jennifer Brumfield
Laura and Paul Brunner†
Jacklyn Bryson
Elizabeth Buchanan
Mrs. Eileen M. Budo†
Liz Buehler
Tiffany and John Bulitema III
Jennifer and David Burgas
David Burgio
Lori Burkhardt
Mary Burton
Michael Butera†
Mr. Benjamin “Rocky” Byington
Lori Cagle†
Sarah Callihan
Mr. Anthony Candy†
Natalie and Harry Cappel†
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Carothers
Scott and Wendy Carpenter †
Jeffrey Carter
Kathryn Castle
Carri Chandler
Sheila Chandran and Brian Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Cheilgren
Nancy and Chris Christensen
Ronald Christian
Emily Clark
Alfredo Colas Castellote
Mrs. Natalie Collier
Tamia Collins McGuire
Eric and Jane Combs
Jason Combs
Mr. Brent Cooper
Cynthia Corby
Paula and Bill Cordes
Tanya Cornejo
Christi H. Cornette
Andrea Costa
Jennifer Counts†
Teresa Cracas†
Vittoria Cretella
Erika and Paul Crosby
Lori Crosby
Larissa Cullen
David Cumming
Melissa Currence
Keith Dailey
Michael Dailey†
Jason Daly
Jennifer and M. Vito Damiano
Jilson Daniels
Mr. James Danneman and Dr.
Holly Danneman
Mark Dauner
Sally and Joel Davenport
Jennifer Davis
Marjorie E. Davis†
Kathy DeBrosse
Dr. Rose Marie Deibel†
David Deitsch†
Katherine Denlinger
Nicholas Denton†
Brian DeSoto
Mr. Scott DeVenny†
Dr. Thomas G. Dewitt
Priya Dhingra Klocek
Justine DiNapoli†
Jessica Dipre
Darin Ditommaso
Edward Doerfllein
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Dolan†
Matthew Donthnier
Martha and Stuart Dornette
Lee Ellen Drechsler
Thad Driscoll

Dayton Contemporary Dance Company performs “Black History Mosaic” for Juneteenth Cincinnati’s “Voices of Freedom” at the Kennedy Heights Arts Center. Photo credit: Will Jones

Kids paint an elephant float for the Alliance of Chinese Culture & Arts in the BLINK parade. Photo courtesy of the Alliance of Chinese Culture & Arts

Maggie Lou Rader and Ryan Wesley Gilreath in Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati’s production of “Maytag Virgin.” Photo credit: Ryan Kurtz
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Jazz Alive’s “Jazz in the Camp” performance at the American Sign Museum. Photo credit: Laura Gentry
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Photo credit: Steve Ziegelmeyer
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The Turkeys perform at the
Behringer-Crawford Museum’s
Music@BCM series.
Photo credit: Kim Gehring-Cook
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David Whaley†
Jeffrey White†
Jocelyn Whitfield
Andrea Wilkerson
Barbara Wilks
Dr. H. James Williams
Kristin Williams†
Stanford and Kristi Williams†
Gregg H. Wilson†
Jackiedra Wilson
Angela Wilson-Travis
Kelly Wittry
Mr. and Mrs. Jay and Jodi Woffington
Jessika Wood
Lisa Wood
Ms. Rebecca S. Wood†
Michelle Wright
Qinfang Wu
Matt and Shannon Yung
Janice Zahn
Guangming Zhang
Junmei Zhang
Lawson Zhong
David Zimmerman

* Through a fund at the Greater
Cincinnati Foundation
† Has made at least 15
consecutive gifts
ArtsWave Women’s Leadership Roundtable brings together women who support and value the impact, reach and quality of the arts in our region to inspire and be inspired. Members support ArtsWave at the leadership level.
CAMPAIGN RESULTS

Margaret Kubicki
Charlotte La Niear
Jessica Laine*
Linda Lake
Thea Langsam
Ms. Nanci Lanni
Candi LaSarge
Ms. Kimm Lauterbach
Sara Lawellin
Mary McFadden Lawson
Kei Lawson
Nolita Lewis
Carrie Lichter
Janice Liebenberg
Corrie Loefller
Ellen M. Love
Jill Lynch
Cynthia Lyons
Emily MacHes
Trina Madry
Jodi Maieron*
Carmie Maloney
Emily Manning
Suzanne Maratta
Abby Marcus
Susan Marmo
Jean M. Martin
Esther Mast Byrne
Evan Mathis
Linda Maurer
Whitney Mason
Holly Mazzocca
Phyllis McCaulm
Catherine McCully
Amanda M. McDonald
Candace McGraw
Jill McGruder
Marybeth McManus
Kathryn McMullen
Shelly McNamara
Katie McNeely
Susan McPartlin*
Susan M. Meeks
Isabel Mendez
Kathryn E. Merchant
Jill P. Meyer
D. Lynn Meyers
Ann Michael
Tracey Miller
Alessandra Mirolo
Danute Miskinis
Dr. Monica Johnson
Mitchell*
Peg Moertl
Sadimor Montesinos
Mrs. Maureen
Montgomery
Gwen Morris
Ms. Nerissa Morris
Connan Morrissey
Carrie Marie Mount
Logan Mueller
Anne E. Mulder and
Rebecca M. Gibbs
Ms. Brooke Mullett
Michelle Mullins
Sandra Murawski
Sarah Avilia Murphy
Janet B. Myles
Nicole Nan
Rajinder Kaur Narang
Christina Neises
Naomi R. Nelson
Valerie L. Newell
Karen Neyer
Molly North
Marchie Northern
Chiso magma Nwachukwu
Erie O’Grady
Lanell Ohlinger
Kari Olson
Wendy Omer
Elizabeth Osborne
Mrs. Emily Overton
Danielle Oxley
Cheri Padgett
Adrienne Polermo
Emily Seitz Pawlak
Francie Pepper
Lauren Peter
Anne R. Pierce
Mrs. Nancy Pinckney
Andrea Plaut
Ms. J. Phenise Poole
Julia Poston
Emily Praeter
Marty Ragland
Maribeth S. Rahe
Ms. Audra Rance
Amy Rardin
Kim Ravenhall
Jackie Reau
Laura Reckamp
Gretchen Reifsnyder
Mary Ellen Reilly
Linda M. Reiring
Lisa Reischel
Mary Ann Remke
Linda Richey
Tammy Riddle
Erie Riehle
Ellen Rieveschil
Laura Riley
Gina Rittinger
Nancy Roberto
Alexandra C. Rock
Jessica Rohrkepemper
Priya Rolle
Cheryl Rose
Dr. Jan Rosenbaum Sass
Karen Upright Rouda
Joy Heraldt Rutan
Susan Rutschowski
Martine Ryan
Marie Laure Salvador
Carey Sanders
Carmen Sanders
Kara Sanders
Mrs. Linda C Sandidge
Ann Sandman
Alyssa Sanker*
Ann Santen
Martha Cutright Sarra*
Lisa Sauer*
Kris L. Scheihing
Rosemary Schlaichter*
Heather Schmidt
Victoria Scholer
Digi Schueler
Lynn Schuetz
Katie Schwerber
Ms. Joanne Scott*
Robin Seabourough
Maida Session
Barbara Stiera
Megan Shafter
Erica Shaw
Robin S. Sheakley
Anna Sheets
Valerie L. Sheppard
Diane Sherrard
Nandita Sheth
Julie Shifman
Laura Shroot
Stephanie Shroyer
Lilliana Silva
Lisa Silverthorne
Amy Simpson
Lydia Sites
Ms. Bethany R. Smith
Courtney Smith
Deborah Smith
Ms. Kate Smith
Ms. Stephanie Smith
Elizabeth Snider
Kelly Solier*
Pamela Reis
Amy Spiller
Mary Stagaman
Kandi Staples
Elizabeth Stautberg
Christine Steigerwald
Paula Steiner
Melissa Stevens
Tracey Stofa
Lisa Stone
Susan Storer
Vicki C. Strcopa
Nancy Swanson
Mary Talbott
Catherine Tamarelli
Mrs. Hannah Taphorn
Cenona A. Tavers
Deana Taylor
Nicole Tepe
Jacqueline M. Terry
Jennifer Thomas
Susan E. Thomas
Ms. Kathleen Thornton
Laura Tomlin
Carol Townsend
Dr. Laura Trice
Maria E. Troyano, Ph.D.
Brianna Trucuo
April Tyler
Nina Urban-Hettich
Mrs. Kimberli Valentine
Ellen van der Horst
Kelly Vanasse
Nicolette Vanderklauw
Ms. Lisa Vannas
Louise Vaughan
Bennette Veals
Mary Vigilante
Kim M. Vincent
Mrs. Mary Wagner
Sonya Walton
Lori Weber
Pamela Weber
Diane Weidner
Moira Weir
Sarah Wessling
Barbara Weyand
Susan Whaley
Ms. Rhonda Whistker Hutt
Chiquita V. White
Tamura White
Jocelyn Whitfield
Kathy Wilkinson
Jenny Williams
Kristi Clemens Williams
Shalee Williams
Sallie Willingham
Jackiedra Wilson
Kelly L. Wittch*
Kelly Witty*
Jodi Woffington
Lisa Wolter
Lisa Wood
Rebecca S. Wood
Michelle Wright
Fanny Wu
Porla Yarborough
Shannon Yung
Janice Zahn
Susan Zaunbrecher
Deb Silverman
Junmei Zhang
Alison Zimmermann

* Denotes Steering Committee member

Women’s Leadership Roundtable members at the Latin Dance event held at the Carnegie, sponsored by Guaranteed Rate, the DiBari Laine Team.

Photo credit: Forge Film + Photography

Panelists at the 2023 Women’s Leadership Symposium, sponsored by PNC Bank.

Photo credit: Forge Film + Photography

Jaron Crawford, Erin McCamley and Ian Timothy Forsgren in the Know Theatre of Cincinnati’s production of “Lizard Boy.”

Photo credit: Dan R. Winters
ArtsWave Pride welcomes and connects LGBTQIA+ individuals and Allies. Ambassador membership is open to those who give $500 or more to the ArtsWave Campaign.
The Circle welcomes all African Americans who believe in the power of the arts to bridge cultural divides. A portion of these gifts directly fund Black arts projects.

Anonymous (2)
Joe Allen
Mark and Shonda Allen
Sergio Arreola
Jeremy Bailey
Beverly Ann Bates
Ms. Catherine Botos
David Boyles and David Castillo
Carolyn Brown
Lela and Maurice Coffey
Mrs. Natalie Collier
Tamia Collins McGuire
Sheri and Hideo Core
Dr. Lisa Crosby*
Lori Crosby
Jilson Daniels
Martine Dunn
Sylvester DuPree*
Mr. and Mrs. Steven and J’Nelle Easley
Paul and Molly Edmondson
Ninah Enaneanderson
Brian Fitzgerald
Shellie Foley
Ted Forrest
Katrina Franklin
Tariano and Maya Franklin
Damon Frost
Mr. Kalu Gibson
Kamiah Gillispie
Sherbella Glasper
Mrs. Agnes Godwin Hall and Mr. Darin C. Hall
Mrs. Julie Grady Heard
Melvin and Chandra Gravely*
Regina Gray
Tiffaney Hardy
Delores Hargrove-Young*
Deanna Hawkins
Bradley Hill
Tracie Hill
Vada Hill
Terrence Hooker
Danielle Ivory
Kara Jackson
Raymond A. Jeter
Aaron Johnson
Darrick Johnson
Mark Johnson
Damon Jones
Jocelyn Jones
Ms. Delia R. Jordan
Eric Kearney
Helen and Darius Kemp
Crystal Kendrick
Sanyika Keyes
Elodie & Robert Killins
Charlotte La Neer
Kei and Shannon Lawson
Nolita Lewis
Janice Liebenberg
Tina Madry
Evon Mathis
Mr. Anthony L. Mathis
Phyllis McCallum & Steve Jemison
Demetrice McClurkin
Gerron L. McKnight, Esq.
Mr. John Merchant
Tracey Miller
Dr. Monica Johnson Mitchell
Mr. Samuel Moore Jr.*
Ms. Merissa Morris
Dawn Mundy
Janet B. Myles
Bryan and Sylvia Nelson
Mr. Shawn T. Newman
Marchoe Northern
Chisomaga Nwachukwu
Andrea Plaut
Ms. J. Phenise Poole*
Mr. and Mrs. Marc S. Pritchard
Ms. Audra Rance
Marcus Richardson
Andre Rickman
AI & Lesia Riddick
Carmen Sanders
Mrs. Linda C Sandidge
Mr. Carl Satterwhite
Darius and Monica Scott*
Robin Seabroough
Maida and Charles L. Session, Jr.
Barbara Sferra and Herbert Robinson
Erica Shaw
Lydia Sites
Ms. Stephanie Smith
Leroy and Kandi Staples
Reginald Staples*
Russell Stokes
Joel and Lisa Stone
Ms. Cenona A. Taveras and Dr. Eric Beatty
Deana Taylor*
April Tyler
Mrs. Kimberli Valentine
Bennette Veals and Paul E. Pierre
Saya Walton
Dalric L. Webb
Maisha Webster
Chiquita V. White
Jocelyn Whitfield
Andrea Wilkerson
Dr. H. James Williams
Stanford and Kristi Williams
Jackiedra Wilson
Michelle Wright
Portia Yarborough

* Denotes Steering Committee member

The 2023 Truth & Healing Visual Art Exhibition in the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center. Photo credit: Jeni Barton

Festivalgoers enjoying Afrifest Cincy 2022. Photo credit: Mark Onel

Artist JahaSalyin Robinson at the Cincinnati Music Festival Outdoor Museum in Washington Park. Photo courtesy of AGAR

Michael Coppage with his work, “Hands Behind Your Back!” at the Truth & Healing Visual Art Exhibition. Photo credit: Jeni Barton

The 2023 Truth & Healing Visual Art Exhibition in the National Underground Railroad Freedom Center. Photo credit: Jeni Barton
Young Professional Leaders are dedicated to cultivating the next generation of community leaders and supporters for the region’s arts. Membership is open to Young Professionals who contribute $500 or more to the ArtsWave Campaign.
2023 Boardway Bound Graduates

Thomas Anderson, Western & Southern Financial Group
Rajan Bawa, FEG Investment Advisors
Scott A. Brody, Trew
Marissa Bruns, The Kroger Co.
Christopher Budo, 84.51
Jonathan Buening, ArtsWave
Courtney Cain-Littlefield, Mix Talent
Kyle L Campbell, Champlin Architecture
Shaun Davidson, Cincinnati and Hamilton County Public Library
Deborah R. Davis, Greater Cincinnati & Northern Kentucky African American Chamber of Commerce
Dennis Devlin, CLARITY Research & Strategy
Jackqueline Grant, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Marcellus Harris, The Kroger Co.
Kristy High, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Deanna Lynn Hillard, Interact for Health
Yemisi Jones, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Carolyn W. Karageorges, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Bradley Martin, UC Health
Ian McManis, Barnes Dennig
Anupama Milne, Nityarapna School of Performing Arts
Jordan Mock, P&G
Julie Kamal Murray, GE Aerospace
Georgina Opoku, Zillow
Avery H. Ozimek, Thompson Hine LLP
Branddye Paggett, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
Marissa Olivia Staples, The Katalyst Group
Gullery Taylor, Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber
Cecelia Marie Tio, Lumin Digital
Miranda A. Walton, Ignite Philanthropy
Jessy Williams, P&G
Katherine Wilson, Duke Energy

Special Campaign Collaborators:

• 2023 Campaign co-chairs Carl Satterwhite and Scott Robertson and their Campaign cabinet for their outstanding leadership in making the 2023 Campaign a success.
• ArtsWave’s arts partners, which provided venues, activities, speakers, tickets and much more to the ArtsWave Campaign.
• Enquirer Media and Cincinnati Business Courier for their generous media support throughout the Campaign and all year long.
• The Cincinnati Reds and FC Cincinnati for their partnership in providing Team Cincinnati benefits for ArtsWave donors.
• PNC Bank for being a presenter of ArtsWave Pride.
• PNC Bank, Guaranteed Rate, the DiBari Laine Group, and Mary Stagaman LLC for sponsoring Women’s Leadership Roundtable events and artists.
• Cincinnati Ballet, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Cincinnati Shakespeare Company, Deloiitte, Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati, Contemporary Arts Center, Taft Museum of Art and The Carnegie for hosting ArtsWave donor events.
• The OTR Stillhouse, Queen City Radio and Oddfellows Liquor Bar for hosting stops on this year’s ArtsWave Streetcar Pub Crawl.
• Hard Rock Casino for hosting both ArtsWave’s first Annual Meeting and ArtsWave CincyJams, the region’s workplace Battle of the Bands. Thanks as well to CincyJams host Don Juan Fasho of 101.1 The Wiz, celebrity judges, Patti Collins, Drew Lachey and Lauren Eylise, and event sponsors, Accenture, Hard Rock Casino, Cincinnati Enquirer, Gold Star Chili, Cincinnati Music Festival, Sonder Brewing, Cincinnati Music Accelerator, Radio One, Bootsy Collins Foundation and Lachey Arts.
• Justin Brookhart, the Cincinnati USA Regional Chamber, AGAR, ArtWorks, Cincy Nice, Hale Foundation and Ish for embracing ArtsWave as BLINK’s illuminating sponsor.
• The National Underground Railroad Freedom Center for hosting the 2023 Truth & Healing Artist Showcase, and Orange Barrel Media for their partnership in creating a Digital Showcase Celebration.
• The City of Cincinnati, Duke Energy, the Greater Cincinnati Foundation, Fifth Third Bank, Macy’s and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center for sponsoring ArtsWave’s Black and Brown Artist Program.
• The many people who volunteered their time and talent to raise $11.9 million to support the arts in Greater Cincinnati, and to the 67 individuals on our grant review committees who spent hundreds of hours reviewing applications and making recommendations for impact-based grants throughout the region.
In Memoriam

Mary “Sue” Butler
1944-2023
A lifelong resident of Northern Kentucky, Sue was deeply committed to her community. To give back, she established the Butler Foundation with her husband, Bill. She served on the Northern Kentucky Harvest, and Cincinnati Zoo boards, and she supported the arts through her service on the board of the Carnegie Visual and Performing Arts Center in Covington, where she was an active member of the Education Committee.

Jonathan Wayne Carter
1956-2023
A self-taught artist, Jonathan applied his background in chemistry to painting and worked in oils and mixed media. Before his untimely death in 2023, he was selected as a recipient of ArtsWave’s Black and Brown Artist Program grant for a project entitled “Secret Bias,” which focused on exposing and exploring hidden biases within a community.

Susan S. Friedlander
1933-2022
Born and raised in Cincinnati, Sue found her passion in the arts. She was a steadfast supporter of ArtsWave and many arts organizations, including Cincinnati Ballet, Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and Ensemble Theatre Cincinnati. In 2022, the University of Cincinnati’s College-Conservatory of Music honored her with the Distinguished Service Award for her role in bringing world-class musicians to CCM, sharing her love of music with audiences of all ages and interests.

Jack David and Marilyn Jean Osborn
1936-2023, 1942-2023
Jack and Marilyn were avid supporters of Cincy’s arts and ArtsWave. Both loved Cincinnati — especially Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Cincinnati Ballet and the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. Marilyn served on the Board of Directors for the CSO and the Ballet. Jack served on the Playhouse Board for 22 years, with two years as board president. One of his biggest thrills was accepting a Tony Award for Best Regional Theater on behalf of his beloved Playhouse in 2004.

Nancy M. Stautberg
1937-2023
Nancy grew up in a house of learning and music, both of which persisted throughout her life. The daughter of a music teacher and a church organist, she loved singing four-part harmony with her sisters. Later in life, she found joy in back porch sing-a-longs with her children and grandchildren. She led the 1986 Fine Arts Fund Campaign with her husband, Bob, raising more than $4 million for Cincy’s arts.
Endowment Partners
Future Endowment, Bequest and Planned Gift Commitments
Anonymous (10 donors)
The B & C Family Legacy Fund*
Shannon and Lee Carter*
Raymond R. and Marylyn Clark A. Burton Closson, Jr.*
Anne Levin DeLyons
Caroline S. DeMar
Susan L. Dorward
Carrie and Ken Goldhoff
Joseph H. and Louise Head
Susan M. Ingmire
Jan and Jay Kalagayan
Patrick M. Korb
Susan S. Lafloun
Whitney R. and Philip C. Long (Taft Museum of Art)
Mary McCullough-Hudson and Greg Hudson
Christine Gould Meyer
T. Stephen and Lynn Phillips
Ruth Rounding
Lisa Sauer and Jon Moeller
Neal G. Schulte, CPA/CFP
Mary Stagaman and Ron Kull
Mr. and Mrs. John Steinman
Carol G. Talbot
Dr. Barry D. & Karen Britt Walker (To fund arts opportunities for disadvantaged youth)
Paul H. and Jo Ann T. Ward (Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park)
Brian R. Wildman

Legacy and Endowment Gifts
The Citizens of Cincinnati, to match the original endowment gift of Charles P. and Anna Sinton Taft, which established the Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts in 1927
Anonymous (Eight donors to ArtsWave)
Anonymous (In honor of the 75th Anniversary of the Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts)
Anonymous (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Anonymous (Cincinnati Art Museum)
Anonymous (Two donors, Cincinnati Opera)
Anonymous (Three donors, Taft Museum of Art)
Anonymous (Taft Museum of Art, in support of on-going garden expenses)
Elise Eaton Allen Performing Arts Fund*
Estates of Blanche and Rebekah Alter (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and Taft Museum of Art)
Mr. Robert J. Amidon
Claire U. Atkins Trust
Francis A. Benus (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Alma Bettscher and Edna B. Outcalt Memorial Fund (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Joanne C. Blakely
Estate of Thomas F. Buck
Joseph Burton
W. Rowell Chase
Estate of Laura L. Clark
Lucinda Closson Memorial Fund
Stanley and Frances D. Cohen (Taft Museum of Art Lecture Series)
Charlene F. Combs
Cathryn Keck (Cincinnati Art Museum and Taft Museum of Art)
Susan J. Kellogg
Estate of Dolores Lucille Keppler
Dorothy M. M. Kersten Trust, U.S. Bank Trustee (Arts Services Office and ArtsWave Annual Campaign)
Mrs. Harold J. Kersten
Willard and Patricia Kissell
Mr. & Mrs. William McD. Kite, in memory of Mrs. Lucien Wulsin (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Mr. & Mrs. William G. Kittredge
Estate of Jacqueline Klein (Taft Museum of Art)
Frederick Koehler Sr.
Estate of Rosalie Kramer (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Estate of Marjorie F. Krantz
Estate of Margaret A. Kunz
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence H. Kyte (Cincinnati Opera)
Estate of Betty P. Leach (Taft Museum of Art)
Susan T. Lennert
William and Marjorie Liggert Trust
Ms. Frances R. Luther, in memory of Howard B. Luther
Estate of Edgar J. Mack, Jr.
John L. & Ray Marie Streng Markste
John R. Mason
Mary Sue McDuffie
Estate of George Melber
Estate of Mildred Melber
Mary L. Meyer and William D. Meyer
Estate of Walter H. Meyer
Marjorie Match
Estate of Birdie S. Neuffer
Estate of Philip and Barbara Nightingale
Estate of Louis H. Nippert (Taft Museum of Art)
Estate of Barbara A. O’Connor
Maurice E. Oshry (ArtsWave and Cincinnati Opera)
Estate of Rosalie Phillips (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Estates of Marion and Dorothy Rawson (Cincinnati Art Museum and Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
George Rieveschl Foundation
Estate of Charles Scott Riley III (Taft Museum of Art)
Estate of Margaret Raff Robinson (ArtsWave and Taft Museum of Art)
Estate of Rosa F. & Samuel B. Sachs (To establish the Sachs Fund Prize)
Estate of Irene Saxton
Estate of Harry J. Schaleman (Arts Services Office)
Jacob G. Schmidlapp Trust, Fifth Third Bank, Trustee (To match an NEA grant for children’s education programs)
Frederick B. Schroeder II
Estate of Helen D. Schroeder
Estate of Mary Louise Schroth
Estate of Eugene P. Searfoss
Estate of Marjorie Senior
Mark and Jane Serrianne
Estate of John K. Sherman
Paul G. Sittenfeld
Estate of Joan Stark
Estate of Joseph L. Steiner
Estate of S. Charles and Sue B. Straus
Estate of Anna Sinton Taft (To transform the Baum-Longworth-Taft House into the Taft Museum of Art)
Estate of Mr. & Mrs. Charles P. Taft (To establish the Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts and the Taft Museum of Art and to support the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
Endowment Gifts from Foundations and Other Entities

The William P. Anderson Foundation
Commonwealth Hotels, Inc.—The Metropolitan Club of Covington, Kentucky (For Associate Members Endowment)
H.G., H.F. and L.T. Dornette Foundation, Fifth Third Bank and Stan Koller, Co-Trustees (For Associate Members Endowment Fund)
The Thomas J. Emery Memorial

The Ford Foundation (Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra)
LKC Foundation/Mrs. Charles O. Carothers (In honor of the 75th Anniversary of the Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts)
E. W., H. B. and F. R. Luther Charitable Foundation (To establish the Associate Members Endowment Fund)
National Endowment for the Arts (For children’s education programs)

The L&L Nippert Charitable Foundation (In honor of the 75th Anniversary of the Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts)
The Daniel and Susan Pfau Foundation (For the Associate Members Endowment Fund)
Robert H. Reakirt Foundation, PNC Bank, Trustee
Robert C. Schiff Fund
Louise Taft Semple Foundation, in memory of Louise Taft Semple (Directorship of Taft Museum of Art)

Eleanor and Charlie Taft Fund
Elise H. Warrington, Suzanne M. Warrington and the Warrington Family Foundation, in memory of John T. Warrington (Taft Museum of Art Exhibition Endowment)

* Through a fund at the Greater Cincinnati Foundation

We compile the above rosters with care. If your name has been omitted or misspelled, please accept our apology. We encourage you to bring any errors or omissions to our attention.